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SNOW REMOVAL POLICY OVERVIEW 
Saturday, March 5, 2016 

9 a.m. to 12 noon - Carol Shields Auditorium, Millennium Library, 251 Donald  
Hosted by Councillor Janice Lukes 

 
 

QUESTIONS FROM INVITED GUESTS: 
 

A.  1.When the existing policy was revisited in 2012, were there any changes made? 
            a. If yes, what were the changes? If no, why not? 

B. 1.Is there a prioritization map for Active Transportation Trails? They don’t seem to be covered 
by sidewalk or park maps – e.g. what is prioritization level of Bishop Grandin Greenway? 
 
2.Is there a policy/guideline for the designation/prioritization of AT trails (Clause C-6)? 

C. NOT RELATED TO SNOW REMOVAL POLICY: 1.Regarding the existing policy, is it known by the 
City that the clauses relating to AT infrastructure are not considered sufficient by the 
community (speaking for the University of Manitoba’s Sustainability Office) to support 
transportation, mode shift, and emission reduction? Is there a plan to address this deficiency? 
 
2.Regarding the existing policy, was a cost-benefit analysis that considered health, employment, 
injury prevention, and economic impact of active mobility completed when it was written? If 
not, why not? 
 
3.With regard to how snow is cleared under the existing policy, is ensuring that facilities 
perform at design capacity (outcome of snow clearing) 
 
4.Under the existing policy, the Pembina buffered bike lane design does not perform in winter 
(bollards removed, snow/ice accumulation problems). What is being done to address this? Will 
the design change for further extensions of this lane? 
 
NOT RELATED TO SNOW REMOVAL POLICY: 5.I was asked by our neighborhood network 
committee to ask this question] Under the existing policy, regarding crossing from SB Pembina 
bus stop (which is verbally referenced as Victoria Hospital by bus announcements) to Victoria 
General Hospital, is there a plan to address pedestrian access to the hospital here? This is noted 
by community as challenging in the summer (no crosswalk, nearest lights far away, no curb cut), 
and dangerous in the winter (add snow banks and slippery surfaces into the mix). 

 
6.What is the basis of 36-hour timeframe for priority 1 clearing? (I note that commute cycles are 
typically initiated every 24 hours, and typically in the morning.) Were users involved in 
identifying this timeframe? 
 
7.Under the existing policy, what role can users have in identifying “snowfall of 5cm or 
equivalent local drifting conditions?” 
 
8.Under the existing policy, does a plow-created windrow count as “snowfall of 5cm or 
equivalent local drifting conditions”? If not, why not? 
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9.Regarding designation of “active transportation paths” and “designated park pathways” – 
what are criteria used (and by whom) for these designations in existing policy?  

 
10.Does parks prioritization take into account AT trail prioritization so that these parts function 
as a network? 

 
11.Under the existing policy, do bridge plowing practices under existing policy take into account 
impact on adjacent sidewalks? (e.g. frozen slush plowed over retaining wall in Bishop Grandin 
bridge) 

D. 1.What device do you use to measure snow accumulation?  

2.Since snow accumulation is different across a city, where do you take the measurements?  

3.What device do you use to measure surface friction?  

4.What triggers a sanding operation?  AND I see you have details related to sanding and salt for 
roads, why is there no detail on sanding and salt for AT network in the policy ? 

5.Roadway snow maintenance operations often leave windrows that block travel on adjacent 
facilities such as sidewalks and pathways. Who is responsible for clearing windrows in 
pedestrian refuge islands, bus stop buffers, curb bump outs, etc.?  

6.How are such areas addressed? Manually?  

7.Is there a system for tracking perennially difficulty areas such as those that are non-south 
facing, prone to icing, or areas where physical obstructions make snow clearing difficult?  

8.The standards are a ceiling. In practical terms, where is the floor (i.e. how soon will some 
areas see results.) How soon after it starts snowing do maintenance operations typically begin? 

9.If so, do certain areas typically get done first? Does this rotate? 

10.Automobiles clear a certain amount of snow thanks to their weight and velocity. What 
additional measures are taken to keep bicycle and pedestrian facilities to a standard that 
matches the roadway? 
 

11.Do you have any equipment specifically intended to groom the snow during stable winter 
temperatures?  

12.What timelines do you have to clean-up debris after the melt in spring?  

13.Bike lanes are perennially snow covered in winter, even though the adjacent roadway is bare 
even though the standards state "curb to curb". What is done to keep bike lanes kept to the 
same maintenance standards as adjacent lanes? 
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14.Does streets maintenance, in a similar way to how PW may use accident statistics to adjust 
its priorities, use slip and fall injuries as a metric?  

15.Does streets maintenance use penalties/rewards to enforce its standards for 
internal/external contractors? 

NOT RELATED TO CURRENT POLICY: 16.What advice/ideas would streets maintenance offer to 
engineering/design/planning firms that could be used at the design stage of new 
bicycle/pedestrian facilities in order to make your job easier?  

17.Does streets maintenance make use of non-linear decentralized snow storage (similar to 
parking lots) and if so, where are these located? 

18.Has streets maintenance ever dialogues with the Parking Authority, Facilities Management or 
Parks to look for opportunities for localized snow storage?  

19.Historically-speaking, how were the snow clearing guidelines developed? How were the 
practical needs of the users taken into account? 

20.Has Streets Maintenance ever done longitudinal opinion surveys to gauge public satisfaction? 

21.What standards does streets maintenance use to govern its approach to site-specific snow 
clearing operations (i.e. how does streets maintenance ensure that a person in a wheelchair 
may be able to access a cross walk push button, how does streets maintenance ensure that a 
person with low vision is able to "see" detectable pavers, etc..) 

22.By what metric does streets maintenance measure the success of winter maintenance 
operations?  

23.Is there anything that roads maintenance does to address the specific challenges of persons 
with disabilities (specifically visual and physical)? 

 
E.  

STREET QUESTION: 1.how much heavy equipment is required to clear snow from residential 
streets? It seems to be common practice to have 3 or 4 large graders and 2 or 3 large front end 
loaders. At the high cost of snow removal is all this equipment required? 
 
2.How effective is the policy on plowing sidewalks? 
 
3.Is it the anticipated result of the sidewalk snowplow operator to remove snow from the 
sidewalk area, or to compress the existing snow cover to a smoother hard and sometimes icey 
surface, that builds up the actual snow cover on the sidewalk surface? 
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STREET QUESTION: 4.When the sidewalk plow does come down the street it seems to be 
compacting the snow on the sidewalk building up a depth of hard and icey surface.   There are 
many residents of this community that could have difficulty in walking on the local sidewalks. 
The WRHA profile for River Heights states that only 60% over 55 age group have Very 
Good/Excellent Self-Perceived health, and only 33% have a high level Gen. Mental Hlth. Is it 
possible that many residents health could be affected by being homebound? 
 
STREET QUESTION: 5.Will “late winter / early spring policies” will soon be initiated due to the 
buildup of snow and ruts in the back lane between Oak and Elm? If this condition exists here it 
would be assumed to exist elsewhere.   The centre of the lane requires a deep clean in order 
that the sewers are open for spring melt runoff. 
 
STREET QUESTION: 6.Is there sufficient parking ban time frames allowed for the plows to do 
their work? 
 

F. 1.We often find that when new facilities are added the snow clearing can be hit and miss, 
requiring frequent 311 calls to get things cleared properly. What measures are in place to 
ensure that snow clearing contracts are adapted to include new pedestrian or cycling facilities, 
and that frequent 311 requests lead to changes in service that remove the need to constantly 
call 311 to get facilities cleared properly? 

2.What are the costs/km of running various snow clearing equipment, and what widths of 
facility can be cleared by the various equipment owned or under contract with the City of 
Winnipeg? 

3.We’ve noticed that contractors are leaving sizable buffers along the curbs when clearing snow, 
presumably out of fear of damaging the curbs and invoking penalties. Are there any standards 
for how close to the curb a roadway needs to be plowed, and what measures are being taken to 
ensure that any such standards are enforced? 

G. MEETING IS TO DISCUSS CURRENT- EXISTING POLICY: 1.Why does the policy approved by 
Council need to state more than the following: 
 
POLICY STATEMENT: 
The goal of the Policy on Snow Clearing and Ice Control is to maintain the City’s roadways, back 
lanes, sidewalks, active transportation trails and designated park pathways in such a manner so 
as to: 
         a) Provide safe and accessible operating conditions for motorists, cyclists and pedestrians; 
          b) Reduce the hazards of icy road conditions;       
c)Minimize  economic  losses  to  the  community  and  industry  resulting  from  unsatisfactory  
winter driving conditions; 
         d) Facilitate the handling of emergencies by Police, Fire and Ambulance Services during the  
winter; 
          e) Provide safe and accessible operating conditions for the Transit system and facilitate 
their essential operations during a snow emergency.  
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ABOVE STATEMENT IS NOT CURRENT POLICY 2. Does the administration think that they are 
meeting the intent and letter of the above policy statement?   
ABOVE STATEMENT IS NOT CURRENT POLICY 3. If the administration are not meeting the intent 
and letter of the above policy statement: 
         a) What action should they take; and 
         b) What action should Council take; and 
         c) What action should Winnipeg's citizens take? 
 
ABOVE STATEMENT IS NOT CURRENT POLICY 
4. What equipment is appropriate to meet the intent and letter of this policy for  
         a) Roads 
         b)Lanes 
         c) sidewalks and active transportation pathways  
         d) designated park pathways  
 
5. What size of workforce is required to properly clear all front sidewalks and active 
transportation pathways within 3 days to 4 hours after start of any snow? 
 
6.Why are sidewalks and active transportation pathways prioritized and treated similar to 
roadways? Alternately, why do sidewalks and active transportation pathways not have their 
own operation and maintenance rules/instructions?  
 
7.What is the rational for the current sidewalk and active transportation pathway prioritization 
rules/instruction?  
 
8. What work is carried out by City staff and from where to where and when are they 
dispatched? 
 
9.Did the City purchase heavy equipment for the listed ‘policy’ contractors and how much was 
paid for that equipment? 
 
NOT RELATED TO CURRENT POLICY: 10. How much does the City pay contactors to be on 
‘standby’ where there is no snow to clear?  
 
11. What is the snow clearing Communications Strategy for the City? When is City 
Administration going to articulate to citizens, drivers, cyclist and walkers what they can expect 
in the manner of timing of timing at the beginning of each snow season, and how successful the 
snow clearing strategy/effort was at the end of the snow season? 
 

 H. 1. How many people use transit on an annual basis. How many use transit in November – 
March.  
2. How many transit stops do you clean ? What is the budget for cleaning Transit Stops ? 
3. What is the budget for cleaning Parks trails ? how much / km of trail ? 
4. What is the budget for cleaning the AT network ? how much / km of sidewalk ? 
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I. 1. Who is checking for damages to the urban forest as a result of snow clearing activity? 
 
2.What happens when the City discovers damaged street trees (as a result of snow clearing 
activities)? Are the snow-clearing contractors being held liable for damages to the public realm?  
 
3. What Policies are in place to prevent damage to our urban forest due to snow clearing? 
 
4. Has the City looked at alternative material and methods to salting roads and active 
transportation pathways? (Alternative that would be more ecologically safe for the urban forest, 
and do not rust winter bicycles).  
 
5. We have had numerous occasion this year where the weather has been warm causing the 
snow to melt on sidewalks; the snow is often not removed when it is slushy and resulting in icy 
sidewalks and in areas of high active transportation traffic “bumpy” sidewalks that are difficult 
to walk or roll on when everything freezes over again (usually overnight). Does the city have a 
policy for clearing active transportation paths/sidewalks when the weather temporarily warms 
during the winter? ( this is an accessibility and safety issue) 
 
6. Why are there 3 departments that clear snow? Would it not be less complicated to have 1? 
What do other cities do? 

J. 1. Was the winter maintenance reviewed subcommittee that the report mentions ever 
established? 
 
NOT RELATED TO MEETING DISCUSSION:  2. Unrelated to winter maintenance, but in the City of 
Winnipeg Active Transportation plan do I see any mention of installing benches for those who 
walk and may need to rest for a minute? Did I miss this? Is this included somewhere else?  
 

K. 1. Rothesay over chief Peguis 0.8 km appears to be listed twice. Once as item “0.3 Rothesay over Chief 
Peguis” and again as item “15. Rothesay over Chief Peguis Trail (new) 0.8 km”  Are those not the same 
location? Please confirm.  

L. 1. For a Priority I sidewalk such as Henderson Highway, what happens in the event that there is no new 
snow event but, salt from the road, which is directly adjacent to the sidewalk, has splashed onto the 
sidewalk and melted the previously compacted snow and the sidewalk is no longer "compacted" snow, 
but rather a 10cm to 10 inch deep layer of slush? 
Question - Does this result in/trigger a clearing operation? 
 
2. Question; If clearing of Priority I sidewalks is to be completed within 36 hours of the end of a storm, if 
storm conditions persist for several days, does that mean that we may have to wait for up to 5 days or 
more  from the BEGINNING of a storm before our priority I sidewalks are cleared? 
 
3. When Priority III sidewalks or roads have been cleared after the Priority I sidewalk was cleared, and 
has resulted in a mound of snow greater than one foot in height at the intersection with the priority I 
sidewalk, 
Question - Does this result in/trigger a clearing operation?  And why are the machine drivers not directed 
to clear the snow they leave blocking a perpendicular sidewalk? 
 
4. When sidewalk clearing operations are not done properly, and rather than leaving "compacted" snow 
there are piles and ridges of snow,  
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Question: How soon can one expect the sidewalk to be cleared properly? 
Question: Is there not a certain level of quality that is expected when clearing a sidewalk? That is should 
be somewhat level/ flat without mounds of snow? 
 
5. Do the contractors get paid the same price for sidewalk clearing regardless of the quality of their 
work?  Quite often the quality along portions of the PI Henderson Hwy sidewalk are done very poorly. e.g 
Chalmers to Martin. 
 
6. Should I be contacting 311 in every instance so they are aware of this poor level of service?  Or does 
the City of Winnipeg staff regularly inspect the level/ quality of service? 
 

M ** SUBMISSION BY M REFERENCE DOCUMENTS NOTED AT END OF THIS SECTION: Q1: The bike path 

along Brandon, the Churchill Trail and the Assiniboine bikeway have all been maintained well in winter 

for several years. The Churchill Trail and Assiniboine bikeway portions are prioritized as indicated in the 

Snow-Clearing-City-Wide-Parks-Pathways-2015-2016-Map but how are the connecting sections 

prioritized as the existing policy prioritizes infrastructure near high priority streets (Brandon is not)? The 

policy provides that “Plowing routes shall be established by the Public Works Department to identify a 

priority level for each trail, based on the functional use of those individual trails.”. Has that been done? If 

so, how is it documented that certain streets or trails (e.g. Brandon) are AT winter maintenance 

priorities? Is that documentation publically available? 

Q2: The Snow-Clearing-City-Wide-Parks-Pathways-2015-2016-Map appears to under-estimate the extent 

of the good clearing done. At least recently, the Churchill Park Trail (1638) has been nicely cleared all the 

way to Cockburn and Jubilee but the map shows only the portion east of Osborne as a priority. Why the 

mismatch between the map and recent practice? Is the portion west of Osborne a lower priority than 

east of Osborne?  

Q3: My experience is that sidewalk clearing on Osborne is fantastic north of Confusion Corner, generally 

poor south of Confusion Corner and particularly poor south of Confusion Corner after a major snow 

event. Why do the sidewalks along Osborne south of Mulvey rarely seem to have sidewalk cleaning that 

is as good as that on Pembina Hwy? 

Q4: My experience is that sidewalk clearing on Pembina Hwy is very good but that is it not always 

completed as early in the morning after a storm as I’d like. The Sidewalk-Clearing-Priority-I-II-and-III-and-

Enhanced-Routes-City-2015-2016 map shows Pembina Highway and Osborne Street as having the 

highest priority for sidewalk clearing. My expectation is that following a major snowfall by 7 am, at least 

the sidewalk on one side of these streets should be plowed to downtown from Point Road for Pembina 

Hwy and from Jubilee for Osborne Street. Based on my experience following a sidewalk plow after a 

major snowfall is that each such section (Point Road to Confusion Corner; Jubilee to downtown) could be 

plowed in an hour, why is that work often not completed by 7 am? 

Q5: Considering that the City has valid competing needs for funds and that the typical winter cyclist is 

not economically disadvantaged (typically a middle-aged car owing male according to reference 2), 

equity likely demands that the cost of additional snow clearing of active transportation paths be 

minimized. If at least some of such clearing were on an “as available” priority (meaning that the existing 

fleet of equipment is used when it has finished highest priority cleaning), what would be the incremental 

cost of clearing a bike path to sidewalk plow width? Is it on the order of $10/km for a single pass (based 
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on a plow costing $100/hr moving at 10 km/h plowing a sidewalk width)? Is additional snow clearing of 

active transportation paths based on an average or an incremental cost basis? 

 

Q6: The existing “POLICY ON SNOW CLEARING AND ICE CONTROL” does not appear to have provisions 

for communication of recent snow clearing and ice control activities with the public. A variety of models 

exist for sharing current (as opposed to policy or other static) information including those that are user 

driven (user updated cross-country ski trail conditions in reference 3, FaceBook, Twitter). Given that one 

of the main needs of winter cyclists is for a predictable or at least known road surface (Ref 1), what 

initiatives, if any, are underway to provide early morning updates of active transportation route status? If 

none, what would it take to get such an initiative started? (Comment: most cyclists would rather have a 

small amount of money spent on telling them what the morning’s cycling path quality is rather than a 

large amount of money spent on having more cycle path maintenance or having it earlier.) 

Q7: The “POLICY ON SNOW CLEARING AND ICE CONTROL” permits use of salt on Priority 1 and 2 streets. 

There is a conflict between cyclists who generally want a no salt or a minimum of salt as salt is more 

corrosive on bikes than on cars (Ref 1) and because when the salting doesn’t result in bare pavement 

quickly, it creates a filthy corrosive sand and snow mixture sometimes called “porridge”, “mashed 

potatoes” or “snand” which is difficult and sometimes dangerous to cycle in. In north Fort Garry we have 

a conflict between the bike boulevard that follows Holly, Buxton, Lyon, Riverside because the first streets 

are Priority 3 and Riverside is Priority 2. My near daily experience is that having Riverside as a Priority 2 

street (with new brighter street lights, etc) results in through car traffic bypassing Pembina Hwy which is 

incompatible with the nature of the neighbourhood, creates a hazard for cyclists using the only practical 

cycling route in the area and helps to create a worse road surface than might be achieved with a “plow 

but do not salt” approach. Does the policy permit discretion so that a Priority 3 street that is also a bike 

boulevard can be treated as a “no or minimum salt” area so as to meet cyclists’ goals for safe streets? In 

many cases, cyclists would prefer a snow packed rather than a plowed street which, in the absence of a 

large volume of heavy accelerating and braking vehicles would rarely become too icy for cycling. If not, 

what would be the most effective approach to have such streets (P2 streets which are also key cycling 

infrastructure and are thus salted but not regularly cleaned to a dry surface resulting in bad road 

conditions for cyclists) more cyclist compatible? What would have to happen for such streets to be given 

a special designation and other features such as a 30 km/ hr speed limit or, as in Edmonton, the addition 

of sleeping policeman berms so large that all cars virtually came to a stop every block on a street on 

which through traffic was being discouraged?  

Q8: As noted in Figure 28 of reference 1, Hargrave and Carleton are Priority 1 streets north of Broadway 

and Priority 3 south of Broadway. While this probably is helpful in reducing car volume and speeds south 

of Broadway, Priority 3 plowing of Hargrave results in hazardous conditions for cyclists. Because Priority 

3 plowing does not plow right to the curb, only single lane traffic is practical in winter but cars insist on 

passing cyclists who have no room to get out of the way of passing vehicles. What can be done to make 

the street from Assiniboine bikeway to Broadway along Hargrave safer in winter without making 

Hargrave a more attractive route for cars? 

Q9: Given that (according to reference 1) winter cyclists are a subset of cyclists who are often forced 

onto Priority 1 streets because that is the only available infrastructure, that accidents and/or 
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driver/cyclist conflict increases when that happens and that non-winter cyclists who are targeted in 

policies to increase winter cycling are concerned about safety, the “POLICY ON SNOW CLEARING AND ICE 

CONTROL” provision that active transportation trails are “normally plowed on the same priority as the 

adjacent streets” may be a mismatch of priorities. Certainly cyclists on Portage Ave or Main Street who 

have few alternative bike routes deserve better curb plowing especially in areas like the Main Street 

bridge over the Assiniboine. Does the existing policy provide discretion for maintainers to prioritize 

plowing bike boulevard streets or trails which would provide an alternative to a Priority 1 street such as 

Hay rather than plowing to the curb on parallel sections of Osborne? 

Q10: Considering that many cyclists consider the Pembina and Osborne underpasses to be unacceptable 

hazards in summer, has the City considered that a maintenance policy that seems to encourage cyclists 

to use Priority 1 streets including these underpasses in winter when a dry smooth safe pavement surface 

cannot be assured may result in unacceptable risks to risks to cyclists and legal liability risks for the City? 

Q11: It has been reported that the City is doing some automated bike counting (page 80 of reference 1, 

“The City is currently piloting inductive loop Eco-Counters at ten locations on select multi-use off-street 

paths”). Where are these locations? What is the cost of the monitoring and what are the results? What 

other initiatives are being taken by the City to evaluate the effects of existing AT maintenance policies? Is 

a winter cycling trial being considered? If so, could it be expanded to include 30 km/h speed limits on 

selected bike boulevards to research the effect on car traffic volume and speed and the quality of road 

surface that can be maintained with plowing and without salting? If so, could it be expanded to 

investigate adding lights to project green box or green bike lanes onto the road surface at selected 

intersections to address the problems identified with road surface markings for such cycling 

infrastructure being erased by snow clearing, being an ongoing maintenance cost and being generally 

useless in snowy conditions (reference 1)? If not, what barriers exist to establishing such a winter cycling 

trial or other evaluation initiatives? 

Raw Feedback on Active Transportation in Winnipeg from Employees at 360 Portage Ave 

Existing Maintenance Practices:“ 

- Overall, winter maintenance of bike paths has noticeably improved from last year. 

- Streets labeled as “active transport routes” and dedicated bike paths (ie. Assiniboine Ave, 

Sherbrook St.) have been cleaned frequently. 

- Windrows are often barriers at intersections of bike routes and the road (The Windrows at 

Harrow and Academy are 2 ft high!) 

- Bike priority lights at Harrow and Academy and Osborne and Assiniboine are great! 

- Bike “lanes” (ie. Harrow, Osborne Bridge South, etc) and lanes that are frequently used by bikes 

(ie. outer lanes on Wellington) have not been cleaned as frequently. It is hazardous for cyclists, 

since motorists assume cyclists have lots of room in the outer lane, and thus do not give 

clearance when passing. In reality, we are often riding right on the edge of a snowy/slushy/sandy 

lane, and if we edge too closely, it is easy to lose control of the bike. Regular clearing of these 
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outer lanes and bike lanes would be appreciated.” 

 
“Maintenance of off-street paths from Fort Garry through Fort Rouge, the Churchill Trail to Main 
Street and Assiniboine bikeway has generally been good to excellent. Responsiveness after a 
major snow event is reasonable with dedicated bike paths sometime taking a day or two to get 
attention.” 
 
“Maintenance of some on-street bike lanes has been poor (over the Main Street bridge) and I’ve 
heard complaints (at least in previous years about cyclists on the Louise Bridge and the bridge 
from St Boniface to downtown but I don’t use those bike routes. 
 
Conditions of on-street bike lanes on Hargrave and Carleton have generally been good to 
excellent. The problems that have briefly existed include additional snow or sand/snow in the 
Hargrave bike lane and on Carleton considerable snow or sand/snow in the bike lane with a 
significant problem of cars driving in the bike lane.” 
 
“I always wondered what would happen if they flattened the paths, instead of, or along with, 
plowing. … it’d be nice if they could classify paths by priority, say levels 1, 2, or 3. So, you could 
maybe have a map of the paths that get plowed first etc... I’m sure they do this already, but it’d 
be good to know what to avoid.  [It would] be excellent to have a snow clearing APP (happy 
face).” 
 

311 Reporting: “311 reporting of AT maintenance concerns works very well. 311 responds quickly and 

typically within a few days, reasonable concerns about bike transportation plowing are addressed.” 

Sanding of Cycle & Pedestrian Paths: “My advice would be that the City should only plow the paths and 

should not spread salt or sand on them. The snow packs down nicely into a hard surface and will remain 

so unless temperatures rise above freezing for an extended period. However the addition of salt and 

sand makes it a horrible soft surface to travel on (either by bike, walking or running) whenever 

temperatures are above -12 or so. Not good!” 

NOT RELATED TO AT POLICY : End Facilities: “*With respect to the objective of+ “encourag(ing) all of us 

to walk and cycle more – whether for work, pleasure, or day to day personal travels for shopping, visiting 

friends and family, or running errands.”, I would like to know how I can enjoy doing any of those 

activities when there is a good chance a bike will get stolen in Winnipeg if left unattended?  Bike locks 

and cables at best are unwieldy and at worst useless.” 

NOT RELATED TO AT POLICY Street Cleaning:  “My comment relates to reduced/discontinued street 

cleaning. It seems as though there was a decision to not run street cleaners in the fall on  many 

residential streets (at least in the Crescentwood, River Heights area); presumably this was to save 

money. Leaves were left to collect along the curbs and rot. I question the money saving as there would 

be increased load on the sewer system (leaves and sand) from runoff or car washes. My bigger concern is 

the hazard to cyclists as a result of not cleaning - reduced traction for the cyclist (and automobile) or the 

cyclist rides further into the lane to avoid the leaves/sand, etc.  I don't recall if the actual designated 

active transport paths were not cleaned or not. Either way, the absence of cleaning on the residential 

streets posed a hazard for active commuters with arguably very little true cost savings.” 
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NOT RELATED TO AT POLICY:  Connectivity:  “I’d love to know when the city plans to work on a small 

section of the “future route” path *goes from behind Fort Rouge Glass/Banana Boat (Togo Ave) and 

connects to Churchill Drive]. This short section is currently not maintained by the city, however is heavily 

used throughout the entire year by cyclists (and pedestrians). As it stands, it is very narrow however and 

prone to being quite muddy as there is no crushed rock base, simply soil. After rainy days, cyclists and 

pedestrians are forced to bypass this section and head out to Osborne street.” 

“In winter, the bike crossing at Osborne and Assiniboine Ave is not well-linked to the Assiniboine Ave. 

bike path. Travelling west from Assiniboine Ave to Osborne, the bike lane ends abruptly, and cyclists 

have three bad options:  

- 1. Take the “bike path” which goes downhill towards the river, then back up. This is often icy & 

slippery, and very dangerous. Also often has pedestrians. 

- 2. Take the sidewalk, which is a busy pedestrian corridor 

- 3. Go the wrong way down the 1-way section of Assiniboine, south of the Legislature. 

 
We have an amazing transportation network with the rivers! Is there any way we can use these better? 
Ie. connect them with the street network, create better bike paths on the river, etc? This year, 
Assiniboine River had no bike path at all. Can the Seine River or Sturgeon Creek also be turned into bike 
paths? 
 

There are many poor transitions for cyclists, such as: 

a. Osborne Bridge going south: the bike lane disappears abruptly and cyclists get squeezed 

into traffic. 

b. Maryland Ave: The bike lane is terrible for potholes, and ends abruptly at the bridge. 

c. Henderson pedestrian bridge: this is a beautiful bridge that is almost impossible to get to 

from downtown without going through high-traffic areas or travelling on sidewalks! 

d. Jubilee Underpass: Need I say anything about this nightmare intersection??” 

Design:   “Trees please.  The wind foiling kind.  Hills, heat, rain, cold, and airline fees are nothing 

compared to the debilitating and relentless press of a head wind.” 

** References: 

2. Cara Fischer “Cycling in Winter” document accessed at: http://janicelukes.ca/ward-

priorities/transportation/all-season-commuting-in-winnipeg/  

3. http://calgaryherald.com/news/local-news/who-rides-a-bike-in-winter-study-sheds-light-on-thousands-of-

urban-winter-cyclists-in-calgary  

4. http://www.ccsam.ca/trail-conditions/  

N. 1. Could there be a detailed explanation as to why a compacted surface is considered to be acceptable 

http://janicelukes.ca/ward-priorities/transportation/all-season-commuting-in-winnipeg/
http://janicelukes.ca/ward-priorities/transportation/all-season-commuting-in-winnipeg/
http://calgaryherald.com/news/local-news/who-rides-a-bike-in-winter-study-sheds-light-on-thousands-of-urban-winter-cyclists-in-calgary
http://calgaryherald.com/news/local-news/who-rides-a-bike-in-winter-study-sheds-light-on-thousands-of-urban-winter-cyclists-in-calgary
http://www.ccsam.ca/trail-conditions/
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for sidewalks even in priority I areas?  Have older individuals, and those with mobility aids been 
considered?  Winter can lead to: 1) virtual imprisonment for many individuals, 2) a terrible hazard, or 
3) unsafe use of roadways, because sidewalks are not passable.   

2. A compacted surface can easily be accomplished without any snow removal, just by the use of 
pedestrians while waiting for removal, so what kind of quality checking is done to ensure that the 
level of compaction is appropriate?  (C-1) 

3. Why is there a difference between Downtown Square and other Priority I & II Streets?  (C-1 and C-2) 
4. Why are elementary schools considered separately from many other public places on Priority III 

Streets? (C-3) 
5. Does the city actually achieve its 5 working days target for Priority III Streets?  Why are weekends 

and holidays not included in the 5 days?  (C-3)  How does this relate to the Policy Statements? 
6. How is “functional use” determined for individual trails? (C-6) 
7. What does “will only be undertaken when adequate funds are available” mean?  When and how is 

this decided?  (C-7) 
8. Overall, how are all these priorities determined?  For example, is everything done at the same time 

city wide for Priority III or IV sidewalks or trails?  Or does this vary by area of the city? 
9. It was specifically pointed out that there are three departments involved in snow removal.  How is 

this coordinated?  In many cases, it appears that there are no connections.  For example, sidewalks 
might be cleared and bus stop pads might be cleared, but there is a big snowbank between the two 
and so a bus rider has to walk on the roadway in order to reach the bus pad. 

 

O.  Are there plans to develop a priority winter AT network in Winnipeg?  Ottawa is a good example.  

Their priority network emerged from policy in their new Bike Walk Master Plan 

(http://ottawa.ca/en/residents/transportation-and-parking/cycling/winter-maintained-cycling-

network ) 

 

 AT facilities, especially cycling facilities require a high level of service in regards to snow removal.  

Ideally 2.5-3 cm should be the threshold that constitutes snow clearing on cycling facilities. 

 

  In the Priority I streets clause A-1 (page 2) the policy says “Excessive Ice or snow build-up along 

gutters and medians or between traffic wheel paths shall normally be removed.”  Not sure what this 

means but removal of snow and ice along gutters is really important for on-street cycling facilities to 

work well in winter time.  Currently this is a challenge with our bike lanes. 

 

 NOT PART OF CURRENT POLICY: Priority III Streets are said to be “maintained to a compacted snow 

surface” and that plowing will commence on these streets “following 10cm snowfall accumulation” 

(page 3).  As the Winnipeg Pedestrian and Cycling Strategies recommends the development of 

Neighbourhood Greenways on streets that will likely be categorized as priority III streets, is there an 

opportunity to ensure these future Greenways receive special attention if they are part of a priority 

network? 

 

 Clause C-1 Sidewalks on Priority I and II streets (page 9) states plowing shall commence when an 

inspection following 5cm snowfall…”  By this standard Priority I streets have a higher committed level 

of service (removal after 3cm) than Priority I sidewalks.  Policy revisions should encourage active 

modes by recognizing they require a different level of maintenance than motor vehicles.  These 

active modes should also be encouraged by having policy that facilitates choices to walk or bike.  The 

http://ottawa.ca/en/residents/transportation-and-parking/cycling/winter-maintained-cycling-network
http://ottawa.ca/en/residents/transportation-and-parking/cycling/winter-maintained-cycling-network
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current standard prioritizes movement of motor vehicle over pedestrians and cyclists.    

 

 

 

 Section C-6 Active Transportation Trails (page 11) states “Plowing routes shall be established by the 

Public Works Department to identify a priority level for each trail, based on the functional use of 

those individual trails.”  What does “functional use” mean?”  This sounds like the door is open to 

create a priority winter network…is it safe to assume prioritization of routes would include some 

form of public engagement process? 

 

 Clause C-7 Designated Park Pathways (page 12) makes a very weak statements about maintenance of 

these facilities, saying maintenance will “be undertaken when adequate funds are available in the 

annual Snow Clearing and Ice Control Budget.”  If there are funds, the service standard is removal of 

snow after 8cm.  As far as bikes go, 5-7.9 cm would make things very difficult, and would deter many 

potential users.  Some of these pathways have the ability to be maintained relatively easily (wide, 

off-street) and provide crucial connections (Kildonan Park path, Assiniboine Park path).  If a priority 

network is created, we can’t forget about some of our park pathways! 

 

 C-7 states connections from key parkway trails to AT network connections will be maintained, which 

is fantastic!  If this is undertaken the service standard should be removal after 3cm and not 8cm. 

 

 Clause D-1 talks about monitoring visibility at intersections in regards to windrows.  A potential 

improvement to the policy could be to pay special attention to off street AT pathway intersections 

with major roadways.  There are many off-street pathways that cross channelized right turns, where 

traffic moves very quickly and snow can accumulate obscuring sight lines.  Special mention is made 

about intersections near schools.  We could add a line to include AT pathway intersections as well 

(Thundering Bison Trail @ Sterling Lyon, Bishop Grandin Greenway @ Pembina / many other major 

crossings etc.) 

 

 Point 12 on page 19 implies that coordination between Public Works and Transit occurs when 

maintaining bus stops.  Currently the two buffered bike lanes that use transit detours (Sherbrook and 

especially Pembina) are less effective in winter, because the transit detours are frequently blocked 

by snow piles or have become covered with bumpy ice.  Policy that ensures coordinated and 

consistent maintenance between these two departments in regards to integrated facilities like 

Pembina and Sherbrook protected bike lanes would be great!   This is talked about further on page 

26, but doesn’t address challenges experience by our Transit integrated cycling facilities (which it 

couldn’t given the first one came online in 2012 or 2013). 

P.  General: 

 How were accumulation depths set (5cm for Priority I & II sidewalks, 8cm for Priority III)? Are 
these common best practices? Connected to something specific? 

 What is the process for an inspection? 

 How is accumulation measured? For example, is it the amount of snow that falls at once? Or, if 
there are a few events over the course of a few days, is the total snow accumulation taken into 
account? 
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Related to : "Sidewalks on Priority I & II streets shall normally be maintained to a compacted snow 
surface. Plowing shall commence when an inspection, following a 5 cm snowfall accumulation or 
equivalent local drifting conditions, indicates a necessity for a clearing operation." 

 What triggers the inspection? How does the trigger of 5 cm and the 36 hour timeframe relate? 
i.e. Does clearing always begin if the inspection states that it should start at that time or do they 
start anytime to finish within the 36 hours? 

 What does "normally" mean in this context? 
 
Related to: "The identification of sidewalk plowing routes on Priority III streets shall be undertaken in 
such a manner so as to prioritize, wherever possible, sidewalks in the immediate vicinity of elementary 
schools." 

 Are elementary schools mapped to support this prioritization? What is considered to be the 
“immediate vicinity”? 

 
Related to: "This infrastructure will be plowed as Priority IV, when adequate funding is available within 
the approved annual Snow Clearing and Ice Control Budget." 

 Does this funding depend on how much is spent on roads and sidewalks? 
 
Related to: "High volume pedestrian traffic areas – schools, high density developments" 

 Are these mapped? What is the criteria for high volume? 
 
Related to: Clause C-6 

 Have these routes been established? If not, how is this work prioritized right now? 
 

Q.  1. What happens when the sidewalk gets cleared before the street does and then the sidewalk gets 
covered by windrows and doesn't get cleared? 

 
 
 
 


